Neat proofs are given of the explicit structures of the homotopy groups and cohomology rings of the even-dimensional complex quadrics.
There is also a natural embedding », : S -» R2 2 obtained by taking the oriented 2-planes in R that are spanned and oriented by e. and an orthogonal vector. At any co £ ¡AS ") defined by e. and v, where v is in the linear space R^"* spanned by e2'~ " ' e2n+2' tne tanz?ent sPace to i AS ") can be identified with the 272-dimensional subspace of R+" that is orthogonal to v. Therefore we can orient iAS ") in such a way that its tangent bundle is induced from the natural oriented 272-plane bundle over R2 2 whose fibre over co £ R2 2 is tne oriented orthogonal complement of co in R . With this orientation, it is straightforward to show that the intersection number of K and z',(S ") in R, ., is equal to +1. Lastly, to calculate z'.k, we make use of a well-known fact, that for any embedding j '■ X -> Y of a compact orientable manifold into another compact orientable manifold, if DX denotes the cohomology class in V which is the Poincaré" dual of the homology class represented by j{X), and Q denotes the Euler class of the oriented normal bundle of X in V, then Í2" = j\DX) (see [1, p. 72] ). We apply this fact to the embedding z. : CP" -» Q , and conclude that i Ax) is equal to the Euler class of the normal bundle v of CP" in g, -We know *-2« civ) = cifAHQ, WHCP")-1 = i*c{T{Q? ))(1 + a)-<"+1>. 1 *-2?7 i ^ 2n
Using the above quoted fact on normal Euler classes again, we see that the Euler class of the normal bundle v' oí CL in CP " is / {DO-) = * 27! ' '2« j (2a), where j: Q2 -» CP "is the inclusion map and a is defined in CP2"+1 as a is defined in CP". We note that / o ¿j is the inclusion of CP" in CP " , and since by §2 this is a projective subspace in standard position, (/' o i ) â = a. We therefore know that the total Chern class of i Ay )
is 1 + z*/*(2ä) = 1 + 2a. Hence i\dTÍQ2n)) = (; o ¿ifc(r(CP2"+1))(l + 2a)"1 = (1 + a)2"+2(l + 2a)"1.
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Finally, c(l,)=(l+a)2" + 2(l+2a)-1(l + a)-("+1)=(l + a)" + 1(l -2a + 4a2-8a3 + ... ).
In particular, the Euler class of v is Cn(v) = i (-D"2" + (* + l \ (-1 y-»2-» + a a .
-^[(l-2)"+1-l]a"=Cr(7z)a"> where !1, 72 even, 0, 72 odd.
Thus we have shown that z'z< = oin )an. This, together with the earlier formulas for iSl and i (]" and the relation (1), shows that
(2) P + (-1)"? = oin)r.
We now calculate z . From §2 we know that z'zf is just the tangent bundle of S2n, so its Euler class z'*(0) = 2/3, where ß is the standard generator of H "(S "). On the other hand, the bundle z'cf has a nowhere zero section defined by e,, so its Euler class i AÜ) vanishes.
To evaluate z'k, we take the fundamental class ¿ £ H-, {S ") and calculate the Kronecker * 2t! pairing (»'K, £\ = ' K, i C) -intersection number of K and z'2(S ") =1.
This means that »', z< = /3. Therefore from (1 ) we get (3) 2p=r.
The equations (2), (3) then yield p : q :r=l : 1 :2, so(l) reduces to W 0 + ^" = 2k.
We now calculate the cup products. Similarly, we prove k U k = «7(77) and (6) z<ufl* = (-l)".
From these formulas and the fact that fi U fi = 0, we can take the cup products of (4) with Í2, fi and Í2, respectively, and obtain Í2 = 2k U 0, Í2 = 2(-l)" and fi u 0 = 2.
From (6) it follows that k U 0" is a generator of H "(R2 2n), so a fortiori ku!1 is a generator of H " (R2 2 ). Also, using the above formulas for the cup products, we can calculate the determinant = (-!)", 0" u 0" 0" u k K U U X U K so that Í2", k together generate W "(R2 ). We can now write down a set of generators for the cohomology groups of R2 2 > U, 0, 0 ,• • • , 0 , K, k U Q,
•-., z<ufl"!.
4. Some remarks.
(1 ) In [4, Theorem 3.3] , the cohomology ring structure of R, , is applied to find a lower bound for the number of parallel trangents ? +9
of an embedding of a 272-dimensional compact orientable manifold M in R Now a proof without using calculations with Schubert varieties can be given by noticing that, if z/: R -» R is the map which reverses orientations of 2-planes, we have a{iï) = -Í2 and cT{(l) = -0.
(2) Calculation of the normal geodesies to K in R2 2n shows that there are two embedded CP" in R-, , , denoted by K and K~, suchthat R., ,\K" 2 ,2t7 ' 2,277 is an open disc bundle over K. This is a more general structure than a sphere bundle over K with section, and one can ask the question whether the product structure of homotopy groups holds for any space with this kind of decomposition.
